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EDITORIAL

Times have
a’changed

“T

he times they are a’changing”, sang Dylan. He was right. In fact,
when I hear that “the web is the future” I cannot help thinking that
actually the web is actually a permanent past, due to the speed in

which it continually evolves and expands.
This magazine must evolve, too. Following the path of many printed media that
have gone digital, from now on readers can choose to subscribe to Sustain in
digital version.
Granted, we luthiers trust our hands and the tools we work with, so a printed
magazine feels more familiar. But consider the advantages of the digital format:

• It’s cheaper. The price of the subscription will be almost halved.

• It’s faster. The delays of printing and distributing the magazine are avoided,
so you will get access magazine much faster and more comfortably, via email.

• It’s smarter. Digital media avoids the environmental impact (in terms of energy and materials) of the printing and transportation processes.

• It’s interactive. Once you get a handle on how to enjoy digital content, the
reading experience is enhanced, since you can visit any links included in those
virtual pages with one click on your PC, smartphone, iPad or other device.
A printed version of the magazine will still be available to those who prefer it, and
of course for those who are already subscribed. But if you like the magazine, consider giving it a try in its new, cooler, digital flavour.

Leo Lospennato is luthier,
author of books on lutherie
and editor of SUSTAIN
Magazine. He lives in
Berlin, Germany.
Visit www.lospennato.com
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Forty years
of lutherie
history

Photo: Cyndy Burton

LETTERS

H

ow about some history?
Many years ago, probably in
the early 1970’s, one of my uncles
sent me an article out of a newspaper from Tacoma, Washington
(state) which is just south of Seattle.
It was about a guitar maker named
The next NW Handmade Musical Instrument Exhibit is May 3rd
Tim Olsen, who had a workshop
and 4th, 2014. Visit: www.nwmusicalinstrumentshow.org
not far from where my mother grew
up. My grandparents home was
just a little distance from there, so I went to see
Tim at his workshop and take a look at the guitars he was making. This was when there was
A guitar designed by Belgian luthiére Sophie
almost no information about individuals makDockx. This instrument is a catalog of new pursuits
ing guitars.
in design; note the position of the controls, the
A few years later, The Guild of American Lustrap button and the multilevel carving of the top.
thiers was started in that workshop in Tacoma,
More info in the interview on page 26.
and American Lutherie quarterly is still published in the same building, now converted into
a very nice office and not doing any guitar making.
In 1978, partly inspired by what the Guild
was doing, I began my apprenticeship in Salt
Lake City, Utah, at The Violin Making School of
America under Peter Prier, the Mittenwalder.
Now it’s 35 years later and I still haven’t made
a guitar, but am at the workbench every day
doing violin work. This part of the US is very
active for luthiers, and some of the best work is
being done here. Take a look at the website for
The Northwest Handmade Musical Instrument
Show at Marylhurst University. This exhibit has
been going for almost 40 years! My dream has
come true, and I hope others will be inspired by
what you’re doing. We’re very lucky people.

This issue’s cover

Don Overstreet
Portland, Oregon
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NEWS

HIGH-END LINE
OF AMP HEADS

Show us your gear
These ar ticles are
not pa id adver tising
.
Here we prov ide inf
ormation about interesting new produc
ts and technologies
for ma kers of music
al instruments, at no
cost for the produc
ers. Share the news
about your ow n pr
oducts! Specs, pr ice
,
availabilit y, pictures
(please ma ke sure
you ow n the reprod
uction rights) and
any other informati
on of interest. Wr ite
us an email:
hello @FellowLuthier

s.com

terious knob tagged “King”, which is customer configurable, to control presence, reverb
depth, and high tube bite.
The resulting sound is described as an ultra
pure and playable tone that will breakup toward higher volume levels with a smooth natural power tube overdrive.
The pictures shows the amp in its black
leather and snakeskin versions. Designed to
compete at the highest end of the market, the
price will dwell in the vicinity of 4.000 GBP
(4.600 Euro, 6,100 US dollars).

J

esse Davey will very soon introduce some
serious new amps. Known by the production of high quality pickups, the company
founded by Jesse has developed these bad
boys, which deliver 100 watts powered by 6L6
tubes.
The exterior and the circuit are the result of a
totally original design and work with an audio output of both 8 or 16 ohms, in normal or
ultra-linear operation modes.
Built with the best sounding components in
the industry, this amps include, in addition
to the usual controls (volume, master volume, bass, middle, treble, reverb) some controls aimed at set it apart from the norm: bias
and balance, negative feedback control (which
can be set to “Fender”, “Marshall”, “reduced”,
“crush”, or simply “none”). There is also a mys8
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FROM IMPERIAL
TO METRIC,
AND BACK

L

uthiers must deal all the time
with sources that not always
present dimensions in their preferred
system of units (imperial or metric).
That situation is also very common
on the web.
This browser extension is the solution to that problem. If you use
Chrome, simply add the extension and all measurements in the pages you visit will start being
shown with a subtle underlining. Mouse over the measurement you need to see expressed in the
other system, and voilá, a box will show display that information (see picture above). The conversions are done after the page is completely loaded, so browsing is not affected. Visit: http://bit.
ly/18QmhTy

CUTTING PURFLING CHANNELS IN STYLE

K

arl Holtey, renowned UK maker of hand
planes, designed this purfling cutter
made with brass, stainless steel and a rosewood handle that can be used with one blade
or two, making it suitable for both guitar and

violin purfling. Its innovative fence-handle
connection has a locking 180° pivot so you
can easily change the angle of the handle
to suit your preferred grip or accommodate
the tool’s orientation. One side of the fence
is flat for straight and convex applications; the other
is round for use on concave
and waved edges. The bladeholding arm can adjust to
make cuts up to 1-1/4” (32
mm) away from the fence.
The two spear-point blades
cut a 3/32” (2.3mm) wide
groove when used with their
bevels facing; spacing can
be adjusted with user-made
shims for grooves up to
3/16” (4.6mm) wide. This is
a limited edition of 100 tools,
priced $299 (225 euro).
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES

HOW TO MAKE YOUR
PIANO TUNE ITSELF IN
LESS THAN A MINUTE

D

on Gilmore, an inventor based in Kansas City, Missouri, has come up with an
electronic self-tuning piano with no moving
parts.
How is that possible? With heat. An array of
magnetic coils, like the ones used in electric
guitar pickups, excite the strings to check its
tuning by making them induce a small electrical current in a second coil, which is amplified and fed into a frequency analyser. If the
string is off tune, the system sends an electrical current through the springs that touch
each tuning peg to heat the string, causing it
to expand and lower its pitch. “Pianos are typically already sharp, or at a higher frequency
than desired, because of the way they have
been pre-tuned” –explains Don. “Ideally, the
piano needs to be manually tuned nearly a
third of a semitone sharp.”
To start the tuning process, the piano player simply pushes a button. This signals the
self-tuner to sustain each note on the piano

simultaneously, changing its frequency until
it is in tune, and to stay always operative to
conserve the correct note. All the pianist has
to do is hit a switch and wait for 40 seconds
while the hidden electronics tune the strings.
The sound from each string during the tuning
process is scarcely audible.
How much heat is necessary for this system
to work? Will my piano catch fire? The electronically controlled strings have an operating
temperature of around 35°C (90°F), which is
probably colder that the keys in one’s pocket.
“The strings feel as though somebody has just
put their hand on them,” says Gilmore.
But of course, this runs of electricity. The piano draws about 500 to 600 watts, which may
seem a lot, but it translates to around 7 cents
($.07) per hour to run, depending on how
much does the electricity costs where you live.
How much would this system cost, if produced
commercially? Gilmore says he is working to
place the price in the hundreds of dollars, not
the thousands.
More information:
Don A. Gilmore - Eromlignod1@att.net
(816) 471-2648
Video of the system at work: http://bit.ly/15bKx4P
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RESEARCH

CREATING MUSIC
USING BRAIN WAVES
AND PLANTS
A technology that blurs
the boundaries between
lutherie, philosophy and
biology, presented in this
interview with cyberluthier Bugra Karavey
12

U

BY CEM ÖCEK

sing Brain Waves to produce music
has always been a mystery and
something futuristic in the history
of music. The pioneer of using brain waves to make music is Alvin Lucier, an
American composer of experimental music and
sound installations used EEG electrodes attached to the performer’s scalp to detect alpha
waves generated when the performer achieves
a meditative, non-visual brain state in his 1965
composition Music for Solo Performer. These
alpha waves are amplified and the resulting
electrical signal is used to vibrate percussion
instruments.
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In a similar way, some electrodes can be inserted to a living plant body to detect electrical
changes. The idea behind it is to detect or sense the changes in the electrical signals coming
from the electrodes, depending on the changes
in the plant’s environment such as temperature, humidity and presence of a person nearby.
I conducted an interview with one of the Turkish sound artists –or Cyber Luthier-, Bugra
Karabey, who is making music by using brain
waves and electric signals coming from plants.
After graduating from the Electronic Engineering Department of Bilkent University in Ankara/Turkey, Bugra received a master’s degree
in information systems and business areas.
Dealing with Soundart and BioArt since 2004,
he made two works called “Cry of Nature” and
“Clash of the Brainwaves”. “Cry of Nature” is

an experimental musical instrument made by
a plant producing sound depending on variables such as the presence of human bodies, environmental temperature, humidity and light.
“Clash of the Brainwaves” is a musical instrument which allows the musician to jam along
with his/her brain wave music and the plant
music.
First of all, can you please explain what
BioArt and Cyber Lutherie mean exactly?
(B.K.): The name ”BioArt” was coined by Eduardo Kac and it defines the majority of the art
form produced in laboratory environments,
including all the life forms. In my works,
“forms of life” is at the front of all the efforts
and can be qualified as sound art. The concept of cyber lutherie covers three elements;

13
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composer, performer and emerging technologies that make it possible for the unification
of the same person. So a cyber luthier is a
person who makes a musical instrument interface, richness of expression and creates a
match between these two (mapping) by using
modern technology. In general I try to develop
some musical interfaces between nature and
cyber space.
What is the idea behind “Cry of Nature”
and “Clash of the Brainwaves”?
Actually “Cry of Nature” and “Clash of the
Brainwaves” are produced by taking the so
called Robotic Sufism* approach. In traditional Sufism, the aim is to become one with the
creation as a creator. My own interpretation
with Robotic Sufism is to become one with the
outcome of the technological inventions as a
creator. Making music with the integration
of the nature and cyber world excites me the
most.
“Cry of Nature” is a plant interfacing with the
computer on the bioelectric signal changes (feelings?) as the music takes place in the form
of manifestation. “Clash of the Brainwaves”
does a similar thing with brain waves. A com-

14

puter combines the two different types of existence – brain waves and a plant- with these
two experimental musical instruments in one
common platform which allows them to talk
to each other, in a way that they never have
before. Actually the two different species can
communicate with the technology resulted
in a musical jam session. (Sufism: Ideology,
science, art and human developments melted
in the same pot requiring self discipline.)
Did you use any off-the shelf HW/SW or
did you develop the interfaces?
I developed an interface to get the plant bioelectric signals for “Cry of Nature”. This is actually comparable to an ECG circuit, ultimately,
the purpose is to sense electrical changes in
the plant with a high impedance sensor circuit. Subsequently, these signals are converted to MIDI signals by using Eowave product.
These signals are also used to trigger some
patches I designed in Max/MSP and some parameters in musical SW on my PC – Noatikl.
For example, the tempo of the music or more
importantly, harmonic choices are shaped by
the state of “plant’s mind” or the “feeling of the
plant” which is directly impacted by the environmental light, temperature, moisture, the
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Pictures: Cry of Nature
on display during the
Amber 2009 Festival
presence of people near by sensing bioelectric
signal.
I used a simple interface for “Clash of the Brainwaves” that is being used for computer games. This off-the-shelf interface is sensing the
bioelectric signals from the brain waves and
electrical changes in the plant and changes
the parameters in the Max / MSP patches
and/or triggers samplers.
What kind of algorithm do you use to
change the outcome of the music based on
signals coming from brain or plant?
In my opinion, this is where the luthierie part
starts. To map an interface to produce musically expressive output! I.e. to define which signals coming from the plant/brain will
change which parameters in the instrument.
As an example, although temperature-dependent signal change is very slow and minimal
in a plant in normal conditions, when a leaf
of the plant is cut or broken, the plant sends its roots an electrical signal very rapidly.
This can be even considered as a scream of a
plant, but in reality the plant sends a signal to
its roots to produce some medicine to protect
against infection. All of these changes are different and of course leads to different musical
outputs. For example, the presence of people near to the plant with the electromagnetic
coupling can cause rapid changes in the ele-

ctric signals so the instrument can be played
like a Theremin.
Especially with your “Clash of the Brainwaves” work, is it possible to really
bring out the sound you want? Or rather
the outcome is more of a random music?
Along with brain waves, the instrument senses the signals coming from facial muscles
and the eye muscles. You can actually get
used to manipulating the signals mentioned.
In particular as a result of a study. Of course, the easiest solution is made by identifying
and studying the changes that are the result
of extreme thoughts. For example, when you
think about a terrible event or a nice thought,
the brain’s Alpha and Beta wave movements
(which are very low frequency signals below
10 Hz) are very different. So the instrument
can detect these changes and separated them
from each other easily.
What is your source of inspiration?
Of course, the basics of these works lie in the
ideas of John Cage’s unusual ideas and the
works of Alvin Lucier. Brain interfaces used
by Richard Teitelbaum and David Rosenboom influenced me too. In addition to these,
I am interested in the interfaces with nature
used by Sommerer and Mignonneau. In fact,
15
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NIME (New Interfaces for Musical Expression)
conferences and studies on the Ars Electronica are also very inspirational and they can
change the way you look at life.

More information:
You can find Bugra’s works and presentation on
Amber 2009 festival on the following links:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCT-9vpFYnQ
http://televidyon.com/p/1946/doganin-cigligi/

Did you have a chance to display your experimental musical instruments so far?

Paper in PDF format: http://bit.ly/1fbqOaI
The Turkish version of this interview can be found in
Sound Magazine, January 2011.

“Cry of Nature” was published last summer in
Leonardo, MIT’s prestigious art and technology Journal in the field of scientific publication. Before that it was displayed in Abud Efendi
palace in Istanbul for two weeks. Visitors had
the chance to make music with the singing
plant. I presented “Clash of the Brainwaves”
at the Istanbul Modern Museum as well.
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ELECTRONICS

RESTORING A

VINTAGE

BURNS

BASS

Bringing a 50 year old
instrument back from the
dead: A challenging, but
not impossible mission
BY HELMUTH LEMME

I

f a car has been invaded by rust and
does not run any more, then it is usually
a candidate for the scrapyard. Except it
is of a noble brand like Mercedes, Rolls
Royce, or Jaguar; one then will risk everything
to bring it back to the best possible condition.
Whether one actually then drives it is another
question.
Such a case was this Burns bass which was
brought to me for repair (Fig 1, on this page).
It was built in 1964 and became famous when
it was played by the “Shadows”, next to two
18
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guitars with the same body shape. The Burns
company was founded in 1960 in London by
James Ormston Burns (1925 -1999). In that
decade he built a lot of different electric guitars
and basses. Later they fell into oblivion, but
in 1991 production started again with the
reissue of many of the old models, technically
revised.
The nearly half a century that passed since
this bass was made has not been kind with it.
At first sight the many cracks in the varnish
stand out, but this was no problem compared
with some other issues, much more difficult to
solve. No tone came out at first. After removing
the pickguard and checking the pickups the
reason was clear: All three pickups were dead.
Also, two handles of the tuners got lost; the
neck was extremely warped; the string action

Fig 1 (in the opposing page). To be repaired: Burns
„Shadow Bass“, 1964. Neck totally warped, all
pickups dead, two tuner handles missing.

was so high that it was impossible to play.
The strings seemed to be as old as the rest of
the bass, you can imagine how they sounded
and looked. But the owner was a convinced
Shadows enthusiast and wanted this bass
ready to play and sounding good again, at all
costs. This finally could be done, but it proved
to be a hard challenge.
Basses with three pickups are relatively rare,
so the first question that comes to mind is
how the controls work. Very simple: Just like
with the old Stratocaster. With the toggle
switch you activate one the pickups at a
time. Combinations of neighboring pickups
are in principle possible if one you put the
lever between two locking positions, but this
is unsafe. The first pot is the master volume
control; the other two are tone controls for

Fig. 2 (above): Three single coil pickups, controls
like Stratocaster: master volume and two tones (no
tone control for the bridge pickup).
19
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the neck and the middle pickup. The bridge
pickup doesn‘t have one. The bridge does
not have separate segments but consists of a
continuous piece put at an angle as a whole.
It is adjustable in the direction of the strings
(fig. 2). So the intonation can be adjusted
quite well, to some extent. A rubber mute
is mounted over the strings near the bridge
which can make the tone shorter. This is what
the bass players wanted in the old days. So if
somebody speaks of a “vintage bass sound”,
then they are referring exactly to this short,
extremely muffled tone. One can adjust the
mute with a screwdriver or even completely
remove it.
The bridge has a very unusual construction.
It has a blade at the front side like the modern
vibrato units on guitars. A black plastic cover
is mounted on the back of the body here.
Under this cover and out of sight there are
two very strong springs, which pull the bridge
down on the body (fig. 3). Not even the hard
pull of the strings can move it up. Should this
be a bass with vibrato? It looks so, but there is
no operating lever, and no hole where it could
have been fastened. Very strange.

Fig. 4: Neck warp adjustment via an internal worm drive.

Fig. 3: The
bridge unit is
movable and
hold by two
strong springs.
But there is no
vibrato lever.

20
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The screw for adjusting the curvature of the
neck is on the body side here. It is not the
usual nut or recessed screw like in the case of
other brands, but a rectangular axis sticking
out from the back of the heel (fig. 4). An
internal nut, and consequently the truss rod,
is adjusted via a worm gear. That should work
easier than the normal direct construction,
but in this case it was the opposite, as
everything was totally rusty. A lot of rust
solvent was necessary to make it swivel again.
The neck is fastened to the body with four
strong screws which ware hidden under a
black plastic cover. The neck can be tilted
against the body just as some Fender guitars
from the 70s (they used only three screws,
though). To tilt the neck, a fifth, very thick
screw placed between the two inner ones is
used. After one has solved how the other 4
screws work, one can turn this fifth screw to
tilt the neck and then tighten the other four
screws strongly again. Besides the adjustment
of the warping, tilting was badly needed here
to get an action reasonably low. Because of

the difficult access to the adjusting axis (fig.
4) when the neck is screwed on, this was a
tricky job. It would work better with a special
wrench which one could get –hopefully- from
the Burns Company in London.
The handles of the tuners are not available
form Burns, only the complete units. Until
these arrived two wrenches for radiator
ventilation (square-headed, 5 x 5mm) were
useful as a temporary solution. They matched
exactly. So at least I could tune the strings.
The most challenging problem was to bring
the pickups back from the dead. This model
of pickups is not available anymore. The ones
on the new version of this bass are smaller
and do not fit. So there was no option but to
repair them. They are single-coils called „RezO-Matik“. The covers consist of a very thin,
fragile synthetic material, glued on tightly.
So I turned them around and poured some
turpentine in. After some hours the glue
got weak and the coils could be taken out
of the covers. Now it was visible how these
pickups are constructed (fig. 5). They have no

Fig. 5 The pickups opened.
No bobbin, coil wound as a
free ring.
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will there be problems with volume
differences between the strings? The
proof of the pudding is in the eating. In
a provisional experiment I proved that
all strings practically sounded even
(fig. 6, on the left). This positive result
saved a lot of work. Flat-wound strings
were used here for “vintage” reasons.
Fig.6. Provisional test: Inspite of six magnet poles under
four strings no problem with volume differences.

The cover of one of the pickups was
damaged severely and could not be
repaired (fig. 5 on previous page).
The solution was more difficult here. With
an unbroken cover I made a negative form
made of silicone rubber (fig. 7, below). This
can be bought as a two-component set. Both
components are mixed together and have to
cure for about one day. Then I hung the coil
into it with about 1 mm of distance to the
bottom of the form. I poured in fluid epoxy
resin, black tinted, and waited for another day.
Once it was ready it was hard to distinguish to
from the original covers. I completely put the
bass together again and tested it. It is working
great now, with a rewarding, crisp sound. The
only remaining problem was the neck, which
is rather weak compared to other basses. But
nevertheless the owner was happy.

conventional bobbins. The wire is wound in a
free open ring and then isolated with adhesive
tape. Inside the coil two ceramic magnets are
placed.
I have been rewinding many a pickup but
all of them with a real bobbin. I would not
just wrap a wire around the magnet, on an
open ring. It would have been necessary to
make fitting bobbins first, totally by hand
(an arduous work) and then to wind them.
So I found another solution that was faster
and cheaper, by far. I took three coils of other
pickups that were readily wound and also
waxed. The choice fell on two dismantled
Far East humbuckers, acquired for very few
money, with six steel slugs inside. They were
a bit smaller than the Burns covers so they
fitted in without problems. Unfortunately,
Author‘s website: www.gitarrenelektronik.de
it was impossible to find out
the original inductance of the
Fig. 7: Silicone rubber negative
Burns pickups. (This is the really
form for pickup.
relevant electric magnitude, not
the DC resistance which does not
say anything about the sound.)
The new coils had 3 Henries. This
seemed to be a good figure, not
far away from the Fender Jazz
Bass pickups. Two ceramic bar
magnets 58 x 6 x 6 mm (about 2
1/4 x 1/4 x 1/4 in.) were placed
underneath. The question is now:
would this work correctly with
six magnets and four strings, or
22
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Stockholm, Sweden. For
several months of the year
there are only a few hours
of sunlight and lots of snow.
But also the chance to
learn how to build
a musical instrument

A SHORTER,

WARMER

WINTER
BY ROLF HÄGGLUND

(Photo on the left:)
Leif built this bass
in the guitarmaking
courses taught by the
author. He has made 3
guitars for himself, but
this bass, with a carved
spruce top, is for his son
William. And of course
William´s bass teacher
asked him how he could
afford such a fabulous
custom instrument.
24
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LEARNING

I

have been playing guitar and bass from the
mid 60´s at garage level. From the start I
was always the one in the band to build and
tweak our equipment.
Some 20 years ago I decided I wanted to build a
guitar from scratch, an enterprise that seemed
insurmountable at the beginning, until I realized
the people who did the work at Fender, Gibson,
and other guitar companies were only humans
like myself. Of course they had more knowledge,
practice, machinery and material, but they were
still human.
I came in contact with an adult educational association who had a class on violin, keyed fiddle and guitar making. After visiting the guys
running the class, they confessed being better
at violin making than guitar. The advice they

Pär wanted something 335-ish, but
not as big as the original. He finished three guitars plus a tube amp.

gave me was to buy a book on the subject and
then return for their class. I bought Roger
Siminoff´s book on guitar building, read it ten
times through, bought some mahogany and
maple and started my first guitar. My maternal grandfather was a carpenter, so I had
picked up some knowledge from him. I also
had started my own woodwork shop by getting
a band saw, a bench drill and other tools. So I
stayed home and made my first three guitars.
This took one year.

From learning to teaching
Then I called the educational association and
said I could start a dedicated electric guitar
building class. I did this for ten years before
moving across Sweden to Stockholm, where I

Mats shows his first build ever, a
Nighthawk that looks better than
Les Pauls, in my opinion.

This is me with my PRS inspired guitar with rosewood
neck and MOP/abalone inlays.
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have done the same for almost five years now.
Now though, I am on my own. I have three
groups of 6 people each, 18 in total.
They build a lot of different guitar and bass
models. Teles, strats, Les Pauls and Nighthawks are the most popular ones, but I always encourage them to add their own personal twist. A flat out copy is kind of boring.
During these 15 years I have had about 100
students, ranging from 14 to 70 years, 98
guys and only 2 girls. A little less than half
of them build one guitar and leave, but the
rest come for 3 hours, one night a week, year
after year. And the guitars get better and better. I guess the number of finished guitars
are around 150.

Markus is thinning the maple drop
top of his current project in the
drum sander.
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Each student pays a reasonable fee for the
course, all the materials and wood to build a
guitar (about 400 euro / 500 dollars), and for
an extra fee they can get their instrument finished with nitrocellulose. But the deal is that
they have to do all the sanding! The fun they
get while building their own electric guitar is
completely free.
They do it for the love of the hobby, even if
occasionally a student wants to give a professional career a try. Some years ago, one student who spent one semester in my course
enrolled in college to study lutherie more formally. He graduated last year and works part
time at a guitar store doing repairs.
Another guy has just started out making his

Sebastian has wound the PU’s
himself. The neck one is actually
two J’s together in a RW/RP
configuration.

Vincent is rough cutting the maple
top for his Midtown inspired guitar.
This is his third instrument.
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own guitars, also part time. In Sweden it
would take at least a couple of years to be able
to build full time, and a little luck.
So far everybody has been happy with his first
guitar. About 75% make at least one more
and 3-4 guys are already in their fifth year—
they keep coming back. It has become their
weekly “100% fun evening”. Before I moved to
Stockholm, I had a student who was a dentist.
He built four guitars and two basses for his
son, and a guitar for his daughter that she
designed herself. He attended my course for
over 5 years until I had to relocate.
I don´t follow any particular curriculum now.
Depending on what model students build, we
follow the same logical sequence and this has

Lars-Ola plays his jazz guitar with
carved maple top and mahogany
body/neck.

of course evolved during the years.
I started out with Siminoff´s book because it
was the only one I had, but I think other books
have largely improved a lot on that. I have got
ALL the building books that are published,
and I will buy the next one too, because you
can always pick up some new ideas, tools and
jigs.
It takes students one semester to complete
all the woodwork and have their instruments
ready for finishing. After a few more weeks,
when the finish is also ready, we mount all the
hardware. And then the magic happens. It´s
always the same feeling, both for them and
me. We string up the guitar, tune it, turn the
amplifier on and play the first chord.

Benny routs the truss rod channel of his second instrument. The
curved jig is the author’s own invention.
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INTERVIEW

GUITAR DESIGN’S

CINDERELLA
An interview with Sophie Dockx

Sophie Dockx started
dreaming about guitars
as a young girl, and many
years later her innovative
instruments are built
by a German company
28

W

hen Sophie first asked her
parents for an electric guitar,
they said “No”. She was only
16, after all, and she was
already busy with her cello and classical guitar
classes. Also, they were a respectable family
from the suburbs of Antwerp, Belgium and
electric guitars back then were associated with
drugs, bad grades, and juvenile delinquency.
But she didn’t give up on the idea. On the
contrary, young Sophie became obsessed
with it, drawing electric guitars in class, and
going to the city library to look for anything she
could find on them —the Internet was still two
decades away.
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She got a 1:1 size poster of the Yamaha SG
2000 from the local music store, and wrote
down every single dimension in a notebook
(the ones with paper). Thus she was able to
complete the technical drawings of her own
design.
She showed it her brothers, and they said they
could build it, and against all expectations, in
the summer of ‘79 they actually managed to
build that guitar.
But that is only the beginning of this story (L.L.)

something out of the Internet’, which back
in 1994 wasn’t much more than long scrolls
of text with hyperlinks, that were difficult to
navigate.
I resigned from IBM in 1999, and I concentrated

From there, Life took you along various
paths, right?
(S.D.): Yes, but always in relation to music,
and especially with design. I got fascinated
with script writing —(a moviescript is after
all the design of a movie). In the mean time, I
taught guitar to kids and adults. I have been
doing that for almost thirty years now. I also
participated in the design of user interfaces for
the first interactive multimedia applications by
Philips and IBM. We were supposed to ‘make
29
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on my guitar teaching. I had my own nice
little guitar school going, had my own band,
and I forgot all about designing and building
guitars.
But then in March 2003, I stopped at traffic
lights, and another car slammed into the
back of my car, which in turn crashed into
the one in front of me. My spine was damaged

to stop performing live because of the pain.
The drawing board had become my world
again. And that world became bigger than
ever before. I was designing again, this time
without being constrained to spec lists and
budget limitations, without deadlines, and
with myself as the customer.
At the same time, I became a pretty good

in five places, and my right leg was partially
paralysed. I was operated on and my life as
a guitar teacher and performer seemed over.
That is when I started drawing guitars again. I
lay flat on my belly on a futon, with a drawing
board and a laptop on the floor in front of me.
Desperately trying to do something that would
at least feel like real work.
And I haven’t stopped since. But I knew that
I could never even begin to try to build these
designs myself. The loss of power in my right
leg and upper body would be permanent.
After a year I took up teaching again, but I
had to reduce my teaching hours and had

observer of luthiers. I learned the most
about lutherie, in the workshop of Ferdinand
Rikkers, in Groningen, the Netherlands. He is
a remarkable craftsman, and a good teacher.
He is the only luthier I know who can work
on a guitar, and answer difficult questions,
simultaneously. And it was there that my
first prototypes, carrying the brand “Dorian”,
were built. I continued learning from Sander
De Gier, from Rotterdam, the Netherlands. He
has been building all Dorians since 2006.
So, the only parts of the process of lutherie
I really mastered, are the very beginning and
the very end: I have a knack for designing

30
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guitars, and for setting them up. All the work
in-between, I leave in much more capable
hands than mine, although I know every detail
of their building procedures.
Your instruments have a very unique and
eye-catching look. Where do you obtain
inspiration for your work?
I have set up and repaired hundreds of
Gibsons, Fenders, Rickenbackers, PRS’s, over
the past thirty years. I set out to integrate as
many desirable characteristics from all these
instruments as I could into a new guitar.
In the beginning I didn’t expect to have to
innovate much, as I thought that it would all
boil down to combining existing features. I
couldn’t have been more wrong. Along the way,
I encountered so many obstacles that I felt
compelled to rethink the electric guitar almost
completely if I was to remain serious about
combining all those desirable characteristics.
For example, how to combine the overtonerich attack of the Fender sound with the long
sustain typical of the Les Paul.
So, it is not only about the looks.
I am a functional designer. Looks come last.
Sound and ergonomics come first. It is the
old form-follows-function thing. The gothic
arches, for instance, were indeed inspired on
the Belgian Gothic cathedrals. Not because
of their look, but for their function. I needed
them for my acoustic design, the Dorian
‘Django’. I wanted sides so thin that they
would resonate along with the jumbo-sized
top of the guitar. Using the flattened round
curves of the traditional acoustic guitar, the
instrument would collapse, so I needed a
better distribution of tension over the sides.
Gothic arches did the trick, as they did in the
1200’s. They allow you to build thinner walls.
The gothic arches later became part of the
Dorian ‘Rondo’ Design, where they have no
particular function, aside of an aesthetic one.
The Dorian Rondo is partly inspired by

the design of marine vertebrate animals.
My favourite is the Manta Ray. I see the
through-neck as a backbone. Whenever I am
stuck trying to harmonize and integrate my
functional features, I turn to nature to help
me out. Vertebrates are symmetrical. All
Dorian guitars are potentially ambidextrous.
It takes about twenty minutes to convert
any Dorian guitar from left-to-right handed
and vice-versa. The ambidexterity is however
merely a bonus, which wasn’t intended from
the outset. I found out that the best spot to
put a control cavity in a solid-bodied guitar is
aft of the bridge. It is better for the sound, and
puts the knobs out of the way of your picking
hand action but still close at hand, easy to
locate and manipulate, blindly.
The bridges are also custom made, aren’t
they?
I never liked standard bridges, pickups and
pickup covers. I was going to design my own
hardware and pickups. I went for a onepiece bridge, and pickups with a three-point
suspension. The Dorian LRQC bridge (LeftRight-Quick-Change) is ambidextrous: when
you flip it and re-insert it, the left-handed
intonation profile on the bottom comes to
the top. But that was, again, a bonus. In the
beginning I wanted to improve on the wrapover bridge. When you string a guitar equipped
with a wrap-over bridge, the string gets slightly
twisted, lengthwise, which impedes the
sustain and thins out the overtones. I wanted
to eliminate that twist, in order to obtain a
better tone.
What does “three-point suspension” mean?
The pickups have that anchoring system in
order to adjust their tilt. They are also slotted.
I use low magnetism humbuckers, that allow
the strings to come very close to the pickups’
polepieces, so as to get a higher definition and
an improved dynamic range, but at the same
time I wanted to avoid the strings touching
31
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the polepieces. Not even when the guitarist
were slapping and snapping the strings, like
it is done in country & western, and funk.
On a standard single coil or PAF humbucker,
you would get ‘contact crackle’, doing that.
The Dorian ‘Pentacovers’ have the pickup’s
polepieces slightly sunk into the slots, so that
the string hits the wooden cover, but never
the polepieces themselves. You get a nice clear
‘pop’, without the contact crackle.
Some features developed quite by chance.
I like the sound of single coil pickups, but I
wanted them noise-free, so I chose narrow
window humbuckers, and not full size PAFs.
But humbuckers suffer from cross-induction
between the two coils, which act as a comb
filter on the frequency spectrum. I wanted to
get rid of that effect, but I didn’t know how,
until Harry Haeussel called me to say he had
run out of narrow-window bar magnets, and

that he had only full-size magnets left. He put
one of those in, thus forcing the two coils 5mm
apart. As a consequence, cross-induction
decreased so dramatically that the pickups
started to produce an almost acoustic-like
sound. Even the “cat’s head” shape of the
Dorian headstock was inspired by function. It
is shaped so as to keep a clip-on tuner in place.
The strap pins are placed so as to maximise the
contact surface of the strap to the guitarist’s
body, thus increasing friction between strap
and body. Dorian Guitars are well-balanced,
but the friction of the strap helps the guitar
to maintain its position relative to the body,
when you let go of it, whilst moving around
on stage. Also the dimensions of the guitar
make it possible for the strap to fit the body
like a bandoleer, that runs over the sternum,
instead of over the pectoral. That is better for
the women guitarists.

A handsome mahogany back with a pentagonal control
cavity cover. Note the placement of the strap button
and the ergonomic transition between neck and body.
32
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The VDM neck profile I developed out of my
experience as a guitar teacher. When you
teach young children, you cannot teach them
to use their thumb as a fretting finger. Their
hands are too small for that, so they learn to
play with the thumb placed at the back of the
neck all the time, like a classical guitarist.
When they become adults, they stick to that
technique, because it allows their grown
fingers to develop a very long reach. The ‘ditch’
that starts from the 8th fret keeps the distance
between thumb and fingers constant, as you
move towards the high frets, and it provides
leverage for the thumb as you are playing fast
high solos. The neck starts at the nut with a
V-profile. This helps the guitarists who do use
their thumb as a fretting finger, but who have
relatively small hands. Since a V-profile has
less circumference than a C or D profile, the
thumb gets a slightly longer reach.
What is your favorite design medium?
What software do you use, if any?
I’m old school. Paper and pencil, cardboard
cutouts, and, believe it or not, a 1991 version
of MacDraw.
At the moment I use the Draw section of
Microsoft Word, which is very much like
34

MacDraw used to be. But my main design
medium is the lab. It is full of semi-dismantled
guitars that I use to test parts and materials.
Most of my designs started out as experiments.
I love tinkering and testing to find things out.
Most of the features of my designs originated
in the real world, first, before they got put to
paper, and integrated with other features, into
a design.
For example I made quite a few contraptions
to study the effect of co-elasticity, better
known as the ‘bow-effect’. It is the interaction
of the string’s elasticity with the elasticity of
the whole guitar, in particular the neck. I
compared the sound of a super-rigid solidbodied guitar, a Les Paul, to that of an almost
overly elastic one: the early Gibson SG. I liked
the sound of the SG better than that of the LP.
The two-part mahogany through-neck
of the Dorian Rondo came out of those
experiments. The whole point was to make
the construction of the guitar more elastic,
without compromising tuning stability, and
without provoking permanent bending and
torsion.
Contrary to most through-necks, that consist
of five to nine stripes of wood glued together,
the Dorian necks consists of only two parts. A
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single neck blank is sawn in half, lengthwise,
one half is turned around, after which both
halves are glued back together. The Dorian
Django, my electric-acoustic design, achieves
co-elasticity in a different way: the upper bout
curve is reversed, so that it acts as a torsion
blade spring. The A-brace in the upper bout
is there to counteract that torsion, so as to
prevent it causing permanent deformations.
The quest for the ‘just right’ amount of boweffect was my longest and most frustrating
one. Most guitars are designed for maximal
rigidity. It makes sense, since elastic
constructions, under the permanent strain
of 50 kilos of sum string tension, seem to be
bound to progressive deformity.
Where do you have your workshop?
I have a small set-up and repair workshop
at home, in Leuven, Belgium. It is also a lab,
where I build test rigs for pickups, strings,
bridges and other materials. My Dorian
guitars, however, are built by Sander De
Gier, in his Rotterdam workshop. I am hoping
to work with more luthiers in the future who
want to build to my designs.

A mix of a Telecaster, a classical guitar, and
a Steinway piano… in High Definition. The
basses sound like in-between a bass tuba and
an acoustic double bass. Typical of the Dorian
sound is that the fundamental tone and the
overtones decay together. In most electric
guitars, most overtones are concentrated in
the attack, and then die out quickly, while the
fundamental tone lingers on. This even decay
of overtones and fundamental is responsible
for the piano-like timbre of the Dorians. They
all have that: the solid bodies, the acoustics,
and the basses.
What are your sales channels?
The only sales channel that works is direct
contact. Only the people who have tried one
will buy one. That is completely normal for
a guitar in this price range. My business
manager Andreas Zinsmeister is preparing a
tour of Germany, so that guitarists can come
and try out the guitars.
Aside from that, there is a Dorian Guitars
Facebook page, and the web site is almost
finished.
How does the pricing of an instrument of
yours compare to the price of a traditional

How would you describe the sound of a
Dorian guitar or bass?
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electric guitar, for example a Stratocaster
or a Les Paul?
All Dorian guitars are master built, and
are situated at the high end of the market.
Compared to the Master Built versions of
Fender, and the Private Stock versions of PRS,
the Dorians are very affordable. No more than
7000 dollars. Dorian guitars are designed to
be master built, and not to be mass-produced.
When you design with the skills of master
luthiers in mind, you can design for quality, all
the way. The principle of economy still applies,
of course, but it works differently. Since you
can count on maximum precision of execution,
you can reduce the number of user-adjustable

features that have to compensate for the lack
of precision or of structural stability, induced
by the demands of mass production. You don’t
need adjustable bridge saddles, for instance.
As a consequence, you can drastically reduce
the overall number of parts, which in turn
reduces the number of building operations.
In short: a Dorian is easier to build singlehandedly, from log to instrument, than a
Strat, provided you know what you are doing.
Also, you don’t have to resort to modular
design. The Dorian Rondo, for example, with
its through-neck, is a non-modular design.
Neck and body are joined at the very beginning
of the building process. Your master luthier

A view of the
interior of the
acoustic-electric
Django model.
Note the pattern
of the bracing
and the unusual
shape of the
soundhole.
36
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The controls
behind the bridge? Sure.
And the pickup magnets
are protected from being
impacted by the strings.
works on the whole of the guitar, all the way
through. That way you obtain continuous
quality control, throughout the entire
building process, by the same master who
is building your guitar. Also, you can shift
user-adjustability to the areas where it has an
effect on the sound and feel. Take the Dorian
pickups. With a three point suspension, and
twelve adjustable polepieces per pickup, you
can shape the magnetic cloud over the strings,
almost completely at will.
I see so many European luthiers build better
Gibsons than Gibson, and better Fenders
than Fender. I think that is a pity. These guitar
designs don’t fit the master craftsman’s skills
and knowledge. They were conceived to fit a
high output semi-skilled mass production line,
during the fifties. With the Dorian designs, I
want to bring out the best in the best luthiers.
How do you see lutherie as a profession for
a woman?
I was brought up to only take pride in things
I achieved, and not in things I was given. Any

gender-biased pressure came from outside the
family circle. For instance, when I decided to
start teaching guitar, I attracted far more pupils
than the guys did. Not because I was better
at it than them, but because of the prejudice
that ‘women make better music teachers’.
Thank you very much indeed, Ms. Julie
Andrews! Of course, that is simply not true.
In my experience, men make great teachers:
they talk less, and are better at commanding
attention and concentration from their pupils.
In lutherie, prejudice worked the other way. It
took me far longer to gain acceptance in that
field. It is pretty much all male territory across
the board.
In lutherie, you find more ‘be-all/do-all’
craftspeople amongst men than amongst
women. From design to finished product:
a single man’s work. Women are more selfcritical about their set of skills, and are more
likely to seek co-operation with people who are
better at certain tasks. I must admit I don’t
understand the be-all-do-all thing. Luthiers
sometimes show me their designs, but
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when I look at them, I see slightly modified
Telecasters, Les Pauls, ES 335’s … . These
are of course designs, but they are not really
theirs, are they? But then, when I play their
guitars, every single one of them is a far
better instrument than the original Gibsons,
Fenders, and PRS’s. So why do they dress their
superior craftsmanship in old jackets? I can
get into trouble for this, but I’ll say it anyway:
the Les Paul is an ergonomic disaster, and the
Strat is a maintenance nightmare!
What does your family think about your
work as a luthier?
My son is my biggest fan. When he was nine,
he designed the ‘Vertical Inverted Sunburst’,
that I use on the Dorian ‘Standout’ Guitars.
My parents, sister and two brothers are very
proud of me, but they are worried, too. They
all know, from their own experiences, that
going after top quality drives you into the
high-end niche, where customers are few and
far between. Why develop a Bentley, when you
could as well have gone for a Volkswagen?
I had the same feeling, lingering in the
background, during all of the eight years I
have been developing Dorian guitars. My
biggest fear was to score academic success:
thousands of pats on the back, but no sales.
Fortunately, that didn’t happen.
So, we come to the end of this Cinderella
story, with a happy ending.
It is indeed a story very much like Cinderella,
but without the pumpkin and with a lot
more princes. For eight years, from 2004
onwards I worked as a lab rat, on my Dorian
Project: designing, testing and prototyping,
and building up my international network
of craftspeople. Since my income came from
teaching guitar, and setting up and repairing
guitars, my Dorian project could remain a zero
profit operation. I sold just enough guitars, to
keep the creative process going. I kept a low
profile. I didn’t want to go public, before I had
38

the clear feeling that my designs were mature
enough to go to market. Only in May 2012, I
felt the designs and the development process
were completed. I tried to contact Total Guitar,
but on the way I drew the attention of Heinz
Rebellius from Gitarre&Bass magazine,
from Germany. He invited me over to have
my Dorian Rondo solid bodied electric guitar
thoroughly tested. He and his colleagues liked
it very much. It got me a five-page article under
the title ‘Masterpiece’. The article attracted
the attention of marketing professional
and guitarist Andreas Zinsmeister, from
Neurenberg, Germany. And a few days later,
Andreas and I drew up a licencing agreement,
in which I kept the responsibility for design
and quality control, and Andreas took on
funding, marketing, sales and logistics.
Initially, Andreas was only interested in the
Dorian Rondo model, and wanted to base
the business on that very model. Later he got
to know my four other models better, so we
changed course, to include all five models. He
has financed the final prototyping stage of the
Dorian Django, my Acoustic-electric Gypsy
jazz guitar (see picture in previous page), and
the development of the entry level version of
the Dorian Rondo: the ‘Essenz’.
Dorian Guitars is a German company, now,
based in Schlüsselfeld, near Nuerenberg. I
am still adjusting to the new situation. I never
expected that much success in such short
time.
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DESIGN

IN SEARCH
FOR THE

PERFECT

CURVE

Visual impact can be as
important as sound, and
an instrument’s purity of
lines reveals the difference
between an amateur and a
professionally made one

BY LEO LOSPENNATO

E

ach time I look at a Ferrari I cannot avoid staring. But it is not that
I want to drive it or own it as a
symbol of wealth or status—heck,
I don’t even like to drive. Tramways and taxis allow me to travel while doing something
else at the same time. No, what captivates
me about those beautiful cars is purely their
shape. Everything in them just flows smoothly. Each line is a continuity of the adjacent
ones. They look pure.
What do we mean by ‘purity’ of lines? Look
at the uninterrupted, elegant fluidity of a
Stratocaster, or a Stradivarius. The perimeter
of the body is defined by a single, continuous line that forms the concavities and convexities without sudden jumps or insecure
changes of direction. Even the sharp corners
integrate themselves smoothly somehow; one
line breaks, and the next one naturally follows.
Straight lines are pure, of course - boringly
pure. Circles are pure, too. Regular polygons,
spheres… all predictably pure. But what is
that makes a complex curve pure, and how
can we achieve such purity in our designs?
Compare the two lines below. The red one is a
continuous, smooth curve. The blue one isn’t.
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What’s wrong with the blue line? It is not
even as curved as the red, but it is bumpier
nonetheless, a consequence of small, local
changes of direction. Also, see in the next figure how the red line explores the space more
freely, creating well defined concavities and
convexities:
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In more detail, these are the differences that I
see between the pure, red curve, and the “impure”, blue curve.

cubic, etc. On the blue curve the peaks look
undefined and asymmetrical.

1) Position and number of inflection points
(the points at the peak of a curve, right where
the curve changes its direction). On the red
curve you can see how many inflection points
there are, and where are they located. The
blue curve is confusing in this sense.

The question of smoothness in curves is a
very subtle one. Compare the two spirals at
the bottom of the page (they were taken from
a Strad’s scroll). One is smoother than the
other. Can you identify which one is bumpier
and which is purer?
I am sure you could see it, with a little attention to the details. However, it is difficult to
put your finger precisely where the problem
is, isn’t? The actual, geometrical difference
between the two spirals is minimal, not even
millimetrical. I would say it is almost subliminal! Sometimes, when I dislike an artifact
(a car, a musical instrument, or a thousand
other things) I frequently end up realizing
that there is something in the way the object

2) Separation between those inflection
points. In a pure curve, the inflection points
are clearly set apart. On the blue curve they
seem to be interfering with each other.
3) Well defined peaks. It doesn’t matter if
the peaks are sharp, rounded, acute or wide:
they have a clear (not necessarily regular) geometric nature. They can be sharp, parabolic,

The devil hides in the details
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visually flows that doesn’t seem to work.
Case in point: The Rickenbacker 4004 bass
(see outline of the body in the picture below).
I love the vintage look, I adore the sound of
those cool pickups, and I am fascinated by
the shape of the body. But there is something
that bothers me a little: a tiny, minuscule
bump in the outline. Can you spot it?
Sure, we are splitting hairs here, but the
subtle, tiny bump I see is right on the upper
line of the body, where the belly cavity and
the arm bevel meet. I think is an unintended
consequence on a 2D level of a 3D characteristic: the bevel of the body (the arm rest)
blends into the waist of the instrument, visually creating a very subtle change of the
perimeter, as it is perceived from an almost
frontal view. A correction I always want to
do when I see one of these handsome instruments is the following (marked with the blue
line in the following figure):
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But, just as when you get your hair cut too
short, there is no way to add anything back. So,
how can we achieve smoothness in our designs?
Let’s get a little technical.

Types of smooth curves
A Beziér curve is a simple parametric curve (that
is, a curve that instead of a normal variable it
uses a changing quantity as variable—e.g. time,
or another parameter). They were developed
in France by car designers, de Costeljau at
Citröen and Beziér at Renault —the curve took
the name of the latter because he published his
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findings, unaware of the work of the former.
Beziér curves are defined by four control
points: two end points, and two weight points.
These points are also called knots, nodes,
or control points. A Bézier curve is a onesegment, simple cubic curve. The following
graphic shows a Bézier curve and the four
control nodes.

A spline, instead, is a more complex curve defined by several segments smoothly united.
Mathematically, that means that splines have
derivatives all along them (except at its very
end points -- see figure below).

(positional, tangential, and of curvature) and
2) a definite slope (a tangent line) exists at all
points.
More precisely, a B-spline (short for ‘basis
spline’) is a generalization of a Bézier curve
in the sense that it can contain several segments, each of one is a Beziér curve, all connected with a high degree of smoothness.
Note that a simple B-spline segment (see previous figure) has only 2 control points, located
at the end points of the curve. One of these
end points can be smoothly “blended” with
the end point of an adjacent b-spline, converting them in a new single control point, this
time somewhere along the new curve.
More generally, B-splines are called NURBS
(Nonuniform Rational B-Splines), after the
mathematical model that describe them as
a generalization of B-splines –which, as we
said, are in turn generalisations of rational
Bézier curves. The following picture shows an
example of a more complex NURBS.

NURBS are the kind of curve we are looking
for. Most graphic applications offer the possi-

Splines are smooth by definition; they possess derivatives of all orders at all points,
which means that 1) they have continuity

bility of creating NURBS easily. Unlike Bézier
curves, NURBS have several control points,
each one affecting only the adjacent segments. This allows the development of more
complex forms and better control of the curve.
So, the best way to design a “bumpless” musical instrument is using a software that allows
us to explore the shapes of our creation by
drawing NURBS. But beware: smoothness is
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also a question of scale. Even if there is continuity and smoothness mathematically, bumps can
exist visually. We said that the control points define the curves. This means that the bumps are
somehow created by those control points, too, in particular by the way those points interact with
each other. More control points give you more freedom, but with a more complex of curve comes
the risk of bumpiness. In fact, the bumpy, blue line described at the beginning of this article is
actually a B-spline after all—it just has too many, badly set up control points. The same can
happen, of course, with Bézier curves.
One way bumps emerge is when the ‘handles’ of the control point intersect with each other. See
the following example. This curve is not mathematically bumpy, but it is visually bumpy:

Also, note that purity of lines (or lack of bumpiness) does not necessarily relate to the amplitude
of a curve, but with its self-consistency. Compare these two parabolas. Despite being tighter, the
one on the left is smoother than the other, more ample one:

I found that the following guidelines worked
for me. If you give the final shape to your designs with graphics software too, give them a
try.
• Use as few control points as possible. Once
you have your shape drawn, try to eliminate
superfluous control points, and to define your
shape in the simplest possible way.
• Do not place control points in the apex
(the uppermost point) of a curve, unless it is
44

a really acute curve. Define the curves using
the control points in the straighter segments,
instead.
• If your design has any perfectly circular arcs in it, use circular arcs—do not approximate them with NURBS. Such thing
is possible to do, but it takes a lot of trial and
error, and mouse precision. Plus, if the same
arc repeats along the design, it will be difficult to make them exactly alike. For example,
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compare the two rounded boxes in the figure
above. One was made with real circle arcs, the
other is made with NURBS, with a subtle but
suboptimal result. This might seem obsessive,
but remember, all this is about fine details. By
the way: Can you detect which one is the good
one? (I made this one especially tricky).
If you don’t use graphics software for your de-

signs, just download Inkscape (a free, open
source application) and give it a try; it is pretty
intuitive.
The next level: Things get more complicated
when instead of curves we start talking about
surfaces. In a future article we will approach
the subject of creating bumpless, 3D bodies.
Stay tuned!
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In Europe: visit www.lospennato.com | email: info@lospennato.com
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PHOTOGRAPHY

HOW TO

PHOTOGRAPH

GUITARS
Part I:
Camera settings
Part II
udio
Setting up a home st
Part III
Lighting
Part IV
Retouching

(FOR NON
PHOTOGRAPHERS)

A practical approach
for luthiers who want
to produce pictures of
professional quality
(part IV - Retouching)
BY LEO LOSPENNATO
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s you’ll remember from the previous article (Part IV – Lighting), I
succeeded in taking a number of

I can almost hear you saying “no way, José”.
So let’s see how I did it.

photographs of my instruments
which, after some tweaking with Photoshop,
resembled the professional quality images I
wanted to emulate, for example, this photo of
one of my instruments taken by a professional
photographer for the Gitarre & Bass magazine
(Germany):

The first thing is to isolate the instrument
from the background. There are several ways
to do this (and a lot of tutorials on YouTube):
• You could use Photoshop’s “pen tool” to
carefully follow the perimeter of the instrument in the photo, approximating the curves
by manipulating the “handles” of the nodes
drawn with that tool; then you cut & paste the
extracted guitar it in a new file with a white
background. It takes time, though.
• You can use the “magic wand tool” to
select and delete the background provided
by the whitish fabric. The problem with this
method is the imprecision of that tool. The
result is never a perfectly cut-out guitar. Not
recommended in this case.
• You can use the “magnetic lasso tool”,
which will look for the borders of the instrument in order to do the cut and paste. The
problem: same as in the case of the magic
wand.

The main challenge was to reproduce the perfectly white background on a picture that in
its crude, unprocessed, out-of-the-camera
form looked like this:

Which one of these method is the best? There
are many theories and discussions about it,
but I am going to tell you right away: none of
the above. In order to extract a
sharply defined copy of your instrument from the background,
you have to use the polygonal
lasso tool, patiently marking
the borders of the instrument
with it. It takes less time than the
pen tool, and it is as precise as
you want it. The polygonal lasso
tool defines a path composed of
straight lines, but you can perfectly cut out a curvy guitar image with it. You approximate the
curves by magnifying the image
enough, and drawing short segments with the tool all around
the instrument.
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You might suppose that the result might
end up being too “polygonal”, but I promise you: that is simply not true. Take your
time and you will perfectly isolate the guitar from the background.
In fact, the picture of the base that I used
as a reference was made using that same
method. How do I know? Because the photographer sent me the large Photoshop file
or his original edit, in which upon very
close inspection, I could see the straight
lines going around it. In the picture above you
cannot see them, of course, and if those segments would have been drawn shorter (that
is, following the contour of the bass more precisely) I probably would not have been able to
see them - not even in the original picture.
To obtain a pure, white background, the idea
is to have two superimposed images of the instrument:
1) On top, the picture of the instrument
“extracted”. Once you have your guitar selected with the “polygonal lasso” tool, copy the
image (edit -> copy) and paste it in place (Edit
-> Paste special – > Paste in place). That will
create a new layer on top with the guitar “iso-

By overexposing (increasing the brightness
of) the original picture in the background,
I eliminated the wrinkles of the fabric and
other unwanted details. To overexpose the
background, go to the Adjustments section,
and select the overexposure icon (see picture
on next page). There you can increase the luminosity of the picture (“overexpose” it) until
only the shadows that you want to conserve in
the final picture are showing, and everything
else is gone.
Important: all “adjustments” you make to a
layer in Photoshop (altering exposure, brightness, contrast, etc) will affect both the layer
selected and all other layers below it. The
picture of the instrument that we extracted with the polygonal lasso tool
will not be affected by the overexposure, because it sits on top of the overexposed background picture.

One word about shadows

lated” in it:
2) Underneath, the original picture, but
overexposed in order to eliminate unwanted
details of the background (the important here
is that the background became white, and the
shadows more subtle):
50

You want to keep them. They give realism and depth to the photo. You don’t
want a picture of a guitar that seems
to be spookily floating amidst the nothingness. You can generate an artificial shadow
using Photoshop, but it may end up looking
fake. Using the original shadows of the picture yields a much more realistic effect. The
key to create good shadows is a smooth back-
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ground (explained below) and the right lighting arrangement, as explained in the previous
part of this series of articles (remember, I used
a difusser that I got on Ebay for 21 euro).
The picture above shows the photo of my red
bass in the middle of the process of extracting it, eliminating unwanted objects from the
background, and it also shows the button you
have to click to overexpose the background
(make sure that you selected the correct layer,
that is, the one on the bottom—your original
picture).
In fact, note in the picture above that I am
using a photo taken with a different background: a rigid surface made with a big sheet
of a white material that has several different
commercial names, like styropor, styrofoam,
and others, in this case “sandwiched” between two sheets of hard, carton-like white
paper. Such material used as a background
proved to create much more defined shadows.

Also, it has no wrinkles or thread texture like
a piece of fabric does. So you can see in the
picture above that I simply removed some unwanted background on the top, and now you
can see the overexposed, “whiter” version of
the original picture still on the layer behind.
Talking about a nice background, I recently
implemented a new way to create a nice, textureless, wrinkeless background, and that is
using an IKEA rollo curtain, which covers the
instrument below and behind (unlike the styrofoam in the picture above), and also has the
advantage of being easily stored.
After you follow this procedure (extract the
guitar, copy it, paste it in place, remove unwanted background, and overexposing the
bottom layer) you just need to adjust the
brightness and the contrast of the picture to
obtain an acceptable result. In order to adjust
brightness and contrast in Photoshop, go to
Image > Adjustments > Brightness-Contrast:
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Under that menu you will find many other parameters that you could tweak, too. Feel free
to explore, but be careful about not altering
the photo too much, because it will lose naturality. The objective I set for myself by doing
this pictures was that of creating in the observer the impulse of reaching into the photo
and grabbing the guitar; if the photo looks too
artificial (for example with colors too saturated, rainbow effects, silly backgrounds like a
jungle or a highway or things like that) then
that touching impulse would be lost.
A subtle use of those controls is shown in the
picture on the first page of this article (the
black guitar photographed in the shadows). It
has been lightly desaturated (I took some of
the color off it) in order to increase the dramatic effect of the contrasts, but not too much
as to completely lose the natural color of the
wood on the fretboard.

rangular arrangement of pixels, a rectangular
matrix of square little colored points. For this
reason, whenever you rotate your picture a
few degrees, those square points will now lay
on angled lines, not perfectly aligned anymore
with the rectangular matrix of the media in
which the picture is going to be presented later on, like a computer screen (in case you are
taking pictures to be uploaded to your website, for example). I noticed that the rotated
picture has lost a little bit of quality in relation
to the original, an effect that will get worst the
more you keep adjusting the rotation angle
again and again. So, if possible, keep the picture straight, and if you have to rotate it, do it
in one movement.
So, at the end, the picture below shows the final result, acceptably close to what we wanted
to accomplish. I only had to add my logo, and
the picture in 72 ppi was ready for my website,
and in 300ppi for printed materials.

Rotating digital pictures
I have a last comment about digital manipulation of pictures. A digital picture is a quad-
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With this article we finish this series about
photographing guitars. Thanks for reading,
and good luck with your photos!
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by a chemical reaction: the
alternatives that complete
your choices in order to
finish your instruments.

R

eactive coatings are those coatings that do not solely dry by
evaporation of solvents (like lacquers do). There is always a second and/or third component involved which
changes the final base product by means of
an actual chemical reaction.
Examples of coatings that work in this way
are acrylic/isocyanate, polyester/isocyanate,
alkyds (enamels), oils, UV coatings, epoxy etc.
When fully cured, the active substances in
this coating are cross linked and have formed
one complete molecule. As a result (depending
on type and formulation), they may feel and
appear hard like plastic, very soft and pleasant, or anything in between.
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Picture on the left: Antony Dewar, ACD Guitars Ltd.
(www.ACDguiyars.com), Rustin Plastic coating (2k

Reactive coatings have one shortcoming compared to lacquers: they cannot be plasticised
by adding a non-drying component (like nondrying resins or other plasticisers) without losing significant properties, which are the very
reasons we would go for a reactive system in
the first place. Plasticisers are additives which
increase the elasticity of a material, by spacing apart the polymer chains of a coating, lowering the glass transition temperature of the
coating and making it more flexible. This way,
the coating better adapts itself to the dynamics of the wood (its dimensional changes due
to mechanic or humidity related factors) and
prevents cracking of the finish.

Hardness and flexibility
The strength of reactive coatings lies precisely
in that molecular cross-linking. The whole
coating layer becomes one single structure
which is too large to dissolve and often reacts with the underlying coats layer as well,
increasing fixation/adhesion. Any flexibility
present in a reactive coating comes from flexible areas that are part of the resin molecules.
The hard parts are aromatic structures and
short double bond structures. The soft parts
are linear chains that can pivot around their
bonds.

Lacquers can easily be tailored by changing
mix ratios between hard resin and plasticiser
(or a soft resin). The final three-dimensional
structure of the reactive coating (unlike the
linear, two-dimensional structure of lacquers)
will “trap” the plasticiser and the effect will
be relatively minimal unless bigger amounts
are used.

Linear chains can rotate easily. Adding a
double bond would stiffen the structure and
make this rotating impossible. Adding more
complex structures also stiffens the molecule.
It is therefore important to balance the ratio
of stiff and flexible parts to accommodate the
coating to the final application.
Metal coatings are softer compared to wood
coatings and are made from longer linear
chains. In the case of musical instruments,
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when reactive coatings are applied in thicker
layers they may have an impact on the sound
by dampening it. It is therefore important to
select the correct coating for the particular
application.
The hardness of a reactive coating cannot be
compared to that of a lacquer. Reactive coatings are always softer compared to lacquers
due to the lack of lubrication effect, which is
more efficient than molecular flexibility.

Naming your coatings right
Note that the different types of coatings are
named after their initial state (the state they
are in when they are applied) and the curing process, and not after the final state (the
state they in are after they cured). For example, it is a common mistake to call a 2K system (that is, a two components coating) a poly-urethane. Granted, the final cross linked
coating is chemically polyurethane, but at
the moment it is applied it is a reactive medium –its two components chemically react
to form the final product. Polyurethane is a
lacquer, because it cures as consequence of
evaporation, not chemical reaction (see lacquers in issue #3 of Sustain Magazine). Nevertheless, commercially proper nomenclature inhibits the desire of a good marketing
program as in reality; names are used when
seen fit. It is therefore important to be aware
to identify a PU coating (polyurethane) to be
1k or 2k.

Polyester and polyacrylate coatings
In general, polyester coatings have a bad
name with luthiers. These coatings are, in almost all cases, used for car body repair and
not specially designed as wood coatings. But
it is unfair to call a coating bad when used
for a non designed application. 2k polyesters wood coatings are very durable and high
56

quality coatings for guitars, acoustic as well
as electric.
A 2k PU coating consists of a poly-acrylate
(hard and stiff) or a poly-ester (soft and flexible), or a mixture of both, which react with
an isocyanate. In a wood coating, polyester is
always present, therefore a trick of the mind
is played by calling the coating “acrylic” which
is legal as long there is more than 5% polyacrylic resin present. The acrylic, or ester, is
modified (poly-alcohol) to react with the isocyanate forming a urethane structure.

Polyester finishes on wood
Cellulose and starch are both polysaccharides
(sugars). Cellulose molecules are much larger
than starch molecules and they are orientated
in a different way too. Starch is soluble in water, cellulose is not.
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Alan Marshall, Northworthy guitars (www.northworthy .com), 2k
polyurethane coating.

industry and is generally based
on modified alkyds. Such modifications can be obtained with
silicate, silicone, urethane and
phenolic.

Epoxy
Note that epoxy coatings are
not the same as epoxy adhesives (which is the form we most
commonly find epoxy products).
However, just like epoxy adhesives, epoxy finishes harden to
form very hard, tough surfaces
(which hardens even further
when the temperature reaches
180°C (356°F)) and show good
adhesion properties for the following coating layers.

As wood contains a lot of starch and cellulose,
2k coatings readily react with the hydroxyl
groups (-OH) of the wood surface showing
very good adhesion. In guitar building this is
not common practise as we seal the wood surface and “hide” these reactive groups from the
isocyanate.
The sealer (or stain resin, whichever is used
first) bonds on these groups by hydrogen
bonding (explained in a future article about
adhesives).
Other commonly used wood coating come
mostly from the furniture and shipbuilding

Although Epoxy coatings are
not generally used as a guitar
coating, they are used a sealers.
Epoxy coatings have a poor resistance against UV (ultraviolet)
light and break apart into fine powder looking
like chalk on the coating surface. The coats
applied on top of the epoxy layer must therefore contain an UV absorber, which turns the
UV light into heat, rendering it harmless. The
UV absorber however breaks down during
this process and, after a certain time period
it, disappears. This may lead to loss of adhesion, faster chipping as well as delamination
of coating layers. Therefore using a 2k polyester coating over an epoxy sealer, or at least
applying an opaque colour to protect the sealing epoxy from the damaging action of light, is
highly recommended.
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Alan Marshall/Northworthy guitars (www.northworthy .com):
2k polyurethane coating.

UV/EB coatings
The latest development in commercial guitar
painting uses UV or EB coatings. This technology is based on acrylic resins of all sorts
with double bonds in the molecule (unsaturated polyester and epoxy is also possible, but
not common). The UV light or an Electro Beam
activates a specific molecule called initiator
which forms a radical (a radical is a particle
with unpaired valence electrons and is therefore highly chemically reactive). This radical
is unstable and attacks the double bond of
the acrylic resin which opens and reacts with
another opened double bond connecting molecules to neighbouring ones and increase molecular size.
This coating system, when applied to guitars,
is generally used in a water based form. An
emulsion is sprayed, dried (water evaporated)
and then set in a special box with a special
LED or mercury based lamp with a peak in
the UV area of the light spectrum. Within a
few seconds the coating goes from semi wet
to fully cross linked. The wood does not heat
up and the coating is very hard and durable.
Its flow property is excellent and the small
58

molecules in the wet paint penetrate very well
into the wood pores. Pore filler is often not required. About three coats are applied within
2 hours and the guitar is ready for buffing.
Production wise it is the most economic and
fastest way to apply a coating at a high output
rate and produces a very hard, durable and
high gloss coating. Low amounts and single
pieces are too costly as the machines are very
expensive and require special trained employees for operation.

Polyester resins
Last but not least, a true polyester coating
(non isocyanate cross linked) may be used. It
is not really a coating but a product used to
attach fibre glass to structures or similar. It
can be cured by heat or a catalyst (usually
some compound containing cobalt).
Polyesters are related to alkyds, but without
the oil content. The catalyst activates double
bonds but the softening oil, traditionally the
supplier of double bonds, is not present. The
source of these bonds is the alcohol or the
acid.
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Polyester with double bond
It is a 3 dimensional coating, extremely tough
and hard. It can hardly be sanded and scratch
marks are almost impossible to remove. It potentially can yield a very high gloss and presents a high degree of chemical resistance. It
is a product that needs practice and experimentation before use on a real instrument.
To apply it correctly takes a lot of practice and
a lot of scrap material. Using the right amount
of catalyst (a component that regulates the
chemical reaction) is extremely critical to get
the desired results. Cross-linked polyester is
not for the faint of heart or the impatient. Its
chemical structure is presented in this figure:

This closes the articles about coatings. I hope
this series of articles has provided the reader
with more insight into the materials we luthiers work with, contributing to your success.
The next and last article in this series will be
about adhesives (glues).They are very much
related to coatings and always a source for interesting discussions.
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T

the winners
are...”

he contest has finally come to an
end and we have the winners!

It was very refreshing and immensely fun to see how the contestants used their creative impulses to give life
to their designs. Electric guitars have always
been the most rebellious of all instruments;
the backbone of genres that marked the “before and after” of music’s history.
Also, the independence of electric guitars from
considerations of acoustic resonance (which
is a fundamental constructive characteristic
of acoustic instruments like violins, classical
guitars, etc.) freed the contestants to explore
the most unusual shapes. And certainly, they
took advantage of that liberty.

the judging), it was interesting to see how the
individual preferences aligned with the other
judges’ evaluations.

The evaluation
Each entry was evaluated according to the following parameters:
• Ergonomics: How comfortable would this
instrument be to play, either in a seated or
standing position?
• Aesthetics: Beauty, proportion, geometric
affinity between body and headstock, and the
visual impact of the instrument.
• Portability: How easy would be this guitar
to carry, to ship, or simply to be left standing
on a wall or a guitar-stand?

We received dozens of designs, ranging from
drawings made on the back of a paper napkin to very detailed blueprints of cool, curious, clever and decidedly outrageous electric
guitars.

• Feasibility: Is the design practical to build?
How well would it stand up to the reasonable
stresses of use - impact, string tension, and
performance)?

However, our judges have spoken.
They evaluated the competing designs on an
individual basis, in total confidentiality and
anonymity, and from my point of view, as organizer of the contest (I did not participate in

Following this deep scrutiny and evaluation,
five designs were chosen shortlisted and reevaluated once more, this time against each
other. So, without further ado, we present the
winning designs.
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th

“Alpha”
by Luís C.
Quintal

T

his design chose a clear direction: visual
impact. Its curves and points make this
guitar look as if it were a traditional guitar
completely turned inside out.
Its designer, a 23 year old who lives on the
beautiful island of Madeira, Portugal, graduated last year and works as a web designer.
Luís tells us about his guitar: “this design was
inspired by the band Ghost. I wanted to create something clean and magic, but also a tad
evil and aggressive. I chose the name ‘Alpha’
because this is my first complete design, and
it is also the nickname of the band’s guitarist.
When I found out about this contest I thought
it would be a great opportunity to put my passions together and create something unique.”
Opportunities for improvement identified by
the judges: There is one thing that absolutely needs to be implemented, and that is the
relocation of the controls. They simply cannot stand between the playing arm and the
strings. Fortunately, this is a problem very
easy to correct: just move the controls to the

usual place. Also, on the high E-String side,
the neck meets the body at fret 18, but a lower
cutaway would improve the access to the high
frets. Finally, the headstock is a little too big –
another easily solvable problem. However, according to the judges, it would be interesting
to see something bolder, more in consonance
with the rest of the instrument, instead of that
PRS style headstock.
As with most guitars with a visual impact
designed to create an impression on an audience, ergonomic considerations in this design have taken a back seat. Playing this instrument might not be the most comfortable
thing to do in the world, and transporting it
may prove to be something of a nightmare,
but a member of, let’s say, Kiss, wouldn’t care
about all that: he would hang this sexy thing
around his neck, he would blow the roaring
crowd away with it, and then he would leave
all the logistic problems to his road crew. This
beast was not conceived for comfort, but for
battle!
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T

“Älven”,
by Benedikt
Neyses

his instrument is somehow the opposite of
the previous one. Centered on ergonomics, it is certainly reminiscent of Steve Klein
models, which might not drive a crowd into
ecstasy, but works for a certain sitting playing style. In visual terms, its minimalistic approach makes it somewhat cryptic in regard
to the styles it is suitable for, but it simple and
well-reasoned conception was not meant to focus on sex-appeal.
The placement of the controls is unorthodox,
but far from impractical. The headless concept avoids neck-diving, and the geometry of
the body was designed to adapt optimally to
the player’s body.
Suggestions for improvement: The lower horn
could maybe be placed in the same angle as
the fanned frets at that point, to improve access to the higher frets. The positions of the
electronics offers the possibility of conceiving
62

them as a plug-in section, making their replacement (and even the replacement of the
pickups) a simple operation, without even
needing to take out the strings. It would also
be interesting to see how a metallic colour finish (instead of the rustic natural wood) would
add sophistication to the design
As in most instruments with non-traditional
body shapes, this guitar presents a challenge
in terms of leaving it standing (on itself, or
on a guitar stand). The headless conception
also conspires against placing the instrument
hanging on a wall support. However, transport would be comfortable and without the
risk of breaking the headstock due a careless
handling of the airlines!
Producing this instrument also presents some
challenges, in particular the fanned frets and
the domed shape of the top. Also, to avoid po-
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tential stability problems of the neck, it would
prove convenient to use more neck screws,
considering that this is a 9-string instrument.
Benedikt Neyses comments: “The name
means ‘the river’. There is not really a deeper meaning to it, I just like the word. To me it
sounds elegant and pleasant. The goal was to
design a guitar where form follows function. I
always start new designs with pen and paper.
To me it’s more expressive than working with
a mouse on a computer. I tried to break down
the guitar to its essential elements while keeping it very ergonomic. As I’m very interested in
the possibilities of extended range guitars and

the respective music, I decided to go for a nine
string construction”.
Benedikt, a mechanical engineer, was born in
Aachen, Germany. He lives now in Skellefteå,
Sweden, pursuing a master’s degree in Wood
Technology.
Among other things, he is working on a small
project to assess the suitability of any wood
species for electric guitars, using scientific
methods.
In short: an inspired design. Probably not an
instrument for the masses, but for a high-end
market that would quickly learn to appreciate
the virtues of its ergonomic conception.
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rd “Ophelia”

A

by Eric

Lovett

concept more along the lines of the traditional models. A simple and elegant
design, thought through to a very fine detail.
Body and headstock are harmonic in shape
and size. It is easy to accommodate in a case
or on a stand. The resemblance to a Les Paul
makes its general characteristics feasible.
Even when this design is not intended to be
a catalog of innovative features, these are all
characteristics that would make this guitar
more appealing to a wider audience.
“Ophelia’s” creator, Eric Lovett, who has
been designing guitars since 86’ lives in Alexandria, Virginia. He is an IT project manager
for the Federal Railroad Administration, and
aspires to get his own guitar company (XEN
Stringed Instruments) off the ground. He says:
“The Ophelia was an attempt to bridge the gap
between double cut and single cut style guitars
in order to offer as much access to the highest frets as possible, which is always one of
my design priorities. I extended the upper bout
all the way to the 14th fret in order to promote
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better balance than the typical single cut guitar affords. I kept the control layout simple and
basic: a volume control for each pickup, a tone
control, and a 3-way switch. For the bridge I
chose an Evertune system, again in an effort
to simplify the experience for the player. I’ve
always been a fan of headless guitars so all
of my current models are available with that
configuration. Ned Steinberger is my hero! I’m
working with some great builders who share
my passion for ergonomics and avant garde
design. I hope to eventually produce and market this guitar. It’s an exciting time for me and
I’m honored to have had the opportunity to participate in this competition.”
In short: A harmonious, pleasant design with
potential for a more mass market and which
successfully blends old and new styles - which
is remarkable. The rendering of the model
presents only the basic lines; the finish and
the materials will have a crucial part to liven
up the look.
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nd “Warp 5”,
by Bill

Compeau

T

he most appealing features of this instrument are its light body (originally conceived to be made of aluminum) and the possibility of rotating the pickup.
In order to play seated, this model features a
leg support. This ergonomic feature is the part
of the instrument that offers the most opportunities for improvement: its position must be
reconsidered, so it can provide a good balance
for the guitar. This leg support would also
need a padding of some kind, because holding the whole weight on the instrument on one
leg would become uncomfortable after a while.
Ideally, it should be adjustable, adaptable to
different players.
A special bespoke case would make it more
easily transportable, but would increase costs.

ing (Canadian)
wife Cindy, and
works in the construction industry. He also
teaches guitar and bass, and is the lead guitar of the progressive band Territorial Chant.
About this design he says: “The original version of the Warp 5 was actually a 5 string
bass design that I was asked to turn into a
guitar. I really thought that it would make a
terrible looking guitar, but it turned out that I
liked it better that way! The head-stock for the
bass version was mainly designed by my guitar design mentor Kerry Kruger, who has lent
me a few headstocks in the past when I was
‘stuck’ on a design. I design guitars, basses
and amplifiers mainly as a hobby, but seven

Building this instrument would require the
production of custom parts, in particular the
leg support and the cleverly designed rotating
disk for the pickup (not shown in the figure
above). Its designer, Bill Compeau, is a native
of Detroit, but has been living just across the
river in Windsor, Ontario since 1991. There
he started a beautiful family with his charm-

companies already have used my creations,
so I can’t complain!”
In synthesis, the Warp-5 is an attractive,
mean-looking, interesting concept with a lot
of potential and good ideas. It looks like a
machine for the future - boldly going where
no guitar has gone before – and yet invites
you to pick it up and play it.
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1

st “Speed 2”,
Kerry
Kruger

by

T

he winner of this contest is a guitar derived from a single ellipse, reproduced in
different sizes and positions, presenting the
paradox of an unusual object developed using the techniques used for centuries in the
design of traditional instruments.
Kerry, who lives in Miami, Florida, has designed more than 270 guitars.
About this particular model he says: “it started as an experiment to design a guitar completely out of straight lines, which came out
pretty much as one would expect: harsh and
uninviting. Eventually I set about fixing up the
‘Speed’ using only parts of the exact same oval
for as many lines as possible. It’s probably the
first design I ever did without hand-drawing it
first...I just started with a blob, and kept redacting ovals until it began to look like something.
So, no pen, no paper, no pad or stylus... just
66

Illustrator, taking overlapping shapes away
from the original. And it happened really fast.
Speed 2 took maybe an hour to create, and
another hour or so to do the back and sides.
But I liked it, because it was fast-looking and
simple. Other guitars of this type tend to be too
long, or too sharp, but I wanted it to stay playable, and not a cartoon. I wanted something
iconic that would stand the test of time. Now I
have to come up with a better name for it!”
Its simple shape makes it particularly easy
to produce; though the pointy ends are the
weakest link in terms of resistance to impact.
It would fit in a universal guitar case; finding a stand from which this instrument would
not slip away might prove more challenging,
though.
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Other suggestions for the improvement of
this elegant design are: to make the upper
horn a little longer in order to guarantee an
optimal balance. Also, the ample curve described by the lower line of the body could
create a somewhat wobbly and restless
sensation when playing seated, but that’s
a part of the conception of the guitar. The
final word on this matter will be provided
by the real guitar once it is built.
In synthesis, the Speed-2 is a dynamic
and pleasant design, with aesthetic reminiscences of the 50s –modern and vintagelooking at the same time. Body and headstock visually harmonize with each other,
fruit of a design search with geometrical
inspiration that resulted in an extremely
simple but original model. Congratulations!

The awards
The winning design will be constructed
by me and presented to its designer, as a
well-deserved reward for his creativity. This
contest was supported by the sponsorship
of Stewart-McDonald (www.stewmac.com).
Based in Ohio, USA, they have been developing new tools, parts, and materials for
luthiers for over 45 years, shipping them
all over the world. Stewmac will provide the
parts that will be used to build the real-life
version of the winning design. The rest of
the five finalists will receive a copy of my
book Electric Guitar and Bass Design as a
thank you note for their successful participation in this competition.
Now all that remains for me to do is, firstly,
express my gratitude to the judges and all
the contestants; and secondly, start building the winning guitar design. Talk about
job satisfaction! (L.L.)

The Judges

-----------------This contest was honored by
the participation of our judges,
all of them referents of the
world of electric guitars.
They are:
• Helmuth Lemme, expert in
guitar and amps electronics,
and author of several books on
the subject.
• Wim Stout, paint chemist
and expert in guitar finishes,
member of Sustain Magazine’s
advisory council,
• Nicolai Schneekloth,
director of Vintage&Rare, the
premier site for fine vintage
instruments,
• Ralf Martens, illustrator,
graphic designer, artist, and
awarded guitar designer.
• Martin Off, award-winning
guitar designer, whose
instruments were featured
in multiple covers and
articles on both sides of the
Atlantic, and
• Jay Hostetler, from
Stewart-McDonalds, the
leader producer and seller of
hard-to-find tools, parts, and
supplies needed by builders
and repair shops.
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BOOK REVIEW

BOOKS

B

ook reviews are an important
marketing tool. There are organizations that will create and publish a review for your book, for a

it is slightly better: 800 euro for a copy of “The

No ‘secrets’:
technique,
talent, and
tradition

‘Secrets’ of Stradivari” on Amazon’s German

BY NEAL SOLOPONTE

fee. In this column, though, we strive to not
play that covert advertising game. We aspire
to review books that really deserve to be read.
And today’s choice will leave you in no doubt
in that regard, because this book, written in
1972, is not available to buy even if you wanted to.
As I write this there is only one available on
Amazon.com, a used copy with a price tag of
a couple of thousand dollars. Here in Europe

site. Some websites that offered the book at
130 GBP (about 150eur, or 200 dollars) show
the sign “out of stock”.
But do not despair. Many libraries (in particular those who specialize in music) have
it in their catalog. Also, any book that sells
well comes back to print sooner or later. And
who knows, maybe there is some lost website
somewhere in the googlesphere that have a
dusty copy lying around some forgotten shelf.
This book’s main preposition is to dispel
myths, legends and rumors with clear technical knowledge obtained directly from original
Stradivari instruments. That intention is announced in the title of the book itself by writing the word ‘Secrets’ between quotes. There
are no secrets, of course: there is only technique, talent, and tradition—and an improvement of already 150 years by the time Antonio
started building his violins.
The descriptions in the book are painstakingly detailed; the measurements precise,
the historic references rigorous. But the most
68
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welcome treat of the book is the pictures. Not
only the diagrams and drawings made by the
author, but especially the pictures of original
tools and blueprints used by Stradivari: templates, sketchess, notes. Most of the pictures
are black and white, but have good definition. I have been to several museums in Europe and the US that include original Stradivari instruments in their collections, but any
picture I might have taken (I am an amateur
photograph wielding above-average gear) do
not compare when it comes to the detail of the
pictures in Sacconi’s book. It does not only
tell, but it mostly shows: I estimate the images
comprise about half of the pages.
Be prepared though, this is not a how to book;
it doesn’t contain steps to build a violin. It contains reverent but deep observations of instruments, techniques, documents and objects
from the Cremonese master himself, ranging

materials, what have you) the organization

from his elder’s knowledge to his subtle but

and richness of the content will also be of

defining improvements. However, it presents

great interest to you. Just transcend the out-

the contents in a logical sequence that ap-

moded solemnity of some passages, and focus

proximates that of the actual building of an

on the passion and seriousness of this work.

instrument: the design, dimensions, struc-

Things that could have been better in this

ture, and outline. The carving of the plates,
the placing and cutting of the f holes, the bass
bar; the shape of the borders, the cutting of
the scroll, the fingerboard, the bridge, the decorations, and the varnishing. These subjects
are approached not only descriptively, but deducting the original techniques that brought
them about, even if such methods wouldn’t be
practical nowadays (like using the skin of a
dove as sanding paper).
I read the original Italian version (my ancestors’ language) as I could not find an English
copy to check the translation. But if you (like
me) are familiar with the production of written
content about lutherie (books, blogs, training

book? The index could have been listed at the
beginning instead of being at the end. The
units of measurements are all decimal, which
could prove inconvenient for readers used
to the Imperial system (maybe the English
speaking version of the book includes those
units as well?)
Ultimately, ‘The “Secrets” of Stradivari’ is not
only for those who build violins. A trip to the
local library is definitely worth while for anyone fascinated by this art.
Now: if you really are into violins and have the
budget for it, get one presto.
Enjoy the hunt!
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The
Intern’s
Column

I

study marketing, you know.

Last year in class we read The 22 Immutable Laws of Marketing, a book
denouncing a sin committed by many
successful companies: brand extension,
which means using a famous brand in a
product of a completely different type. For
example Adidas, makers of sport apparel,
launch deodorant Adidas. Isn’t that too
much?
No, actually that’s nothing. There are shoes
with a Porsche or Bugatti label; Hooters (the

fast food chain with the hot waitresses) got
its own airline –no kidding. And you can buy
a Harley Davidson Cake Decorating Kit. I
swear it on Guarneri’s grave.
Virgin, however, is the company that probably holds the record for the most stretched
brand extension: from records to cellular
phone stores, an airline, and now even to
space travel. Google it if you don’t believe me.
In the same spirit, there is even a Fender
wine, complete with a bottle-holder in the
shape of a Stratocaster headstock. Just
imagine the description of its taste: “clean
and present fruit, rocking tannins, and
earthshaking aftertaste”. Wouldn’t that be
great!
I was at the office today, thinking about all
this, when suddenly... Bam! I had an idea.
I told my boss that we should extend the
“Sustain” brand. We should compete against
Victoria’s Secret by launching our own line
of fine lingérie. I would undertake the scouting of the models, and even take
the photos for the catalog (my new
smartphone has a camera with a
bunch of megapixels).
I came up with a great extended
brand name: instead of “Victoria’s
Secret”, we could have “Sustain’s
Revelations”. Think about it: Lutherie, lingérie... It all has a nice,
French ring to it.
How did the boss react, you ask?
Let me put it this way: this guy
has an antiquated, conservative marketing attitude. He only
thinks about making this magazine digital. This way we are going
nowhere.
In fact, I think I will update my
resumé and start looking for a job
in a more open minded place.
Maybe at Victoria’s Secret.
Bam!
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RETRO / VINTAGE

T

he year is 1965. Unmanned spaceships orbit the moon,
opening the way for the Apollo XI mission, which is only
4 years away from conquering the Earth’s natural satellite. Furniture, accessories, cars, and many other artifacts’ designs reflect the climax of the space age. Guitars are no exception, and at the top of the list we find this crescent-moon shaped
guitar, the “Spazial”, built by the Italian company Crucianelli,
prolific in bold designs.
The body is simultaneously
simple and radical and rendered with only three circular
arcs. Note the cracks in the
red finish, the yellowing of the
pickguard, and the beautifully retro pickups—all contributing for a tasty vintage look.
The neck plate deserves
special mention. It had to
be asymmetrical in order to
accommodate the shape of
the body. Note that the strap
button is placed on the plate
itself, something we haven’t
seen in any other guitars.
The pickguard is
elegantly
placed in
a position that allows it to fulfill its function while contributing to the geometry of
the instrument in visual terms. The controls
are simple and to the point: toggle switch to
select between pickups, master tone, and
master volume.
A tremolo completes what looks like a guitar
made for aesthetic impact, but also for versatility and practical use.
This instrument was produced in both
guitar and bass versions. Oh, the sixties, we
surely miss you.
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Advertise on SUSTAIN magazine!
Hundreds of luthiers are waiting to
read about your products and services
on SUSTAIN, the leading European
magazine on lutherie.
Send us your own art or let us take care of it for you.

1/4 Page

10 cm x 7,6 cm
(4 x 3 in.)
$90 / €75

1/8 Page
5 cm x 7,6 cm
(2 x 3 in.)
$49 / €39

1/2 Page

10 cm high x 16,5 cm wide
(4 x 6,5 in.)
$175 / €140

Contact us today! Hello@FellowLuthiers.com
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